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Abstract: Field robotics is a very important sub-field of robotic systems, focusing on systems which
need to navigate in open, unpredictable terrain and perform non-repetitive missions while monitoring
and reacting to their surroundings. General testing and validation standards for larger robotic systems,
including field robots, have not been developed yet due to a variety of factors including disagreement
over terminology and functional/performance requirements. This tutorial presents a generalized,
step-by-step system-level test plan for field robots under manual, semi-autonomous/tele-operated,
and autonomous control schemes; this includes a discussion of the requirements and testing
parameters, and a set of suggested safety, communications, and behavior evaluation test courses.
The testing plan presented here is relevant to both commercial and academic research into field
robotics, providing a standardized general testing procedure.
Keywords: field robotics; testing and evaluation; testing plan; robotic systems design

1. Introduction
A significant aspect of robotic system design involves ensuring, through the testing and evaluation
of platforms, that requirements and quality standards are satisfied. There are important benefits
derived from direct, physical platform tests; evaluation of systems, subsystems, and individual
components, especially early in the design cycle, helps to both determine the realistic system
capabilities and identify design flaws [1–5]. Identifying the system performance envelope (the limits
of system capability) helps the stakeholders decide on the application space, supports platform
improvement, and provides realistic limitation information to the customer [6–8]. Testing later in the
cycle is also required to verify and validate that functional, performance and quality requirements and
specifications are satisfied [7,9,10]. Evaluations can be used to drive standards, which are used to set
a minimum acceptable level of performance across an industry and potentially create a commercial
and performance advantage [11–13]. Unfortunately, general system performance standards for
larger platforms have not yet been fully developed, primarily due to a lack of consensus within
the robotic system community; some problem areas include disagreement on the definition of system
intelligence [14–18], a lack of concurrence on general robotic system functional and performance
requirements [19–23], and the lack of general and widely-applicable definitions of appropriate metrics
to assess and characterize behavior capabilities [24–27].
Toward the development of these standards and uniform testing and evaluation methods
for field robotics, this tutorial examines the problem logically and develops a testing procedure
and series of evaluation courses. The courses are adapted for general field robotic platforms to
conduct systems analysis, finding and fixing performance issues, and defining capability limitations
in a general basic field robotic platform. Field robotic systems may tackle a variety of jobs,
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such as agricultural work [28–36] (Figure 1a,b), firefighting [37–39], construction/demolition [40–42]
(Figure 1c), search-and-rescue missions [43–45] (Figure 1d), and work in explosive or hazardous
environments [46–50] (Figure 1e), among others. They are generally small platforms (i.e., small vehicles)
and may be controlled by-wire (manual control), semi-autonomous or tele-operated control (SA/TO),
or may be controlled autonomously. According to the Carnegie Mellon University Robotics
Institute [51], a good general definition for field robotics is
“the use of mobile robots in field environments such as work sites and natural terrain, where
the robots must safeguard themselves while performing non-repetitive tasks and objective
sensing as well as self-navigation in random or dynamic environments.”

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1.
Example field robotic platforms for (a,b) agriculture [28,29], (c) construction
and demolition [40], (d) search-and-rescue [43], and (e) working in explosive or hazardous
environments [46] (All figures originally published under CC-BY-4.0 license).

The purpose of this series of evaluations will be to assess the effectiveness (in terms of safety,
communication, and behavior) of a given field robotic system; the test courses and testing procedures
presented can easily be adapted for a wide variety of platforms. In order to assess the system and
define (or take advantage of) its performance envelope, an analysis of the system’s response to a variety
of environmental conditions is required. From this analysis, the system can be characterized and the
capability limitations for the platform defined, both to establish (or better define) its performance
envelope and to identify fundamental design flaws in the system. The results will be used to verify that
system requirements have been attained during platform design, to assess and diagnose performance
limiters, and to determine where technological enhancements are necessary or possible in further
design iterations. In the development of a testing procedure for a specific field robotic system
performance and behavior, five objectives should be satisfied:
1.
2.

3.

Assess safety, localization and navigation accuracy, and obstacle detection and avoidance.
Develop a series of useful evaluations that will determine or define the performance envelope
of field robotic platforms and which may serve as a foundation for future platforms including
vehicle and robotic system performance.
Develop quantifiable metrics and procedures for evaluating the system behavior.
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Based on time limitations, develop a set of evaluations that can be accomplished within a short
time and minimal cost, depending on the needs of the customer and other stakeholders.
Ensure that a broad range of potential environments are well represented in the testing and
evaluation plan.

This tutorial presents the background (Section 1), the inputs, the procedures, and other important
information over several sections of this paper; these include a description of the basic approach
(Section 2), a discussion of modes, functions, and behaviors of operation (Section 3), developed test
courses for safety and communication (Section 4), developed test courses for behavior evaluation
(Section 5), a discussion of obstacle use in the behavior test courses (Section 6), a discussion of how to
assess and define terrain complexity (Section 7), and use notes and conclusions (Section 8).
2. Testing Overview and Approach
The testing space of any field robotic system is potentially very complex, often requiring a large
number of tests and evaluations. One of the first tasks for the stakeholders before initiating testing
is to agree on the set of the requirements for it; this is both to build a testing plan and to ensure that
all relevant behaviors are considered within the desired testing framework. Table 1 is an example
of such a table, where a set of behavior testing requirements are specified in a matrix relative to the
basic control modes for the system (i.e., manual, SA/TO, and autonomous). For each of the cells,
it should be decided if the behavior must be tested (“requirement”) under the given mode or if it is
a desirable outcome (“goal”) but not required; blank cells indicate that testing will not be done for
that combination. Table 1 is just an illustration of the process, as the actual set of behavior testing
requirements and testing combinations will be system- and stakeholder-dependent.
Table 1. Example behavior testing requirements table for manual operation (MO), semi-autonomous
and tele-operation (SA/TO), and autonomous operation (AO). Requirements are system-dependent
and the designation of requirements and goals should be developed by the system stakeholders on a
project-by-project basis. Blank cells indicate requirements not relevant or not included in the function
or testing of the system under development.

Control Mode

Example System Behavior for Evaluation
MO

SA/TO

AO

Basic navigation

Required

Required

Goal

Route planning

-

Goal

Goal

Required

Required

Required

Observe and report near-vehicle status

-

Goal

Required

Detect and evaluate the state of terrain features

-

-

Required

Status communication

Detect and report nearby human activity

Goal

-

Goal

Search area

-

Required

Goal

Avoid areas

Required

Required

Required

-

Goal

Required

Avoid and negotiate static and dynamic obstacles

In order to ensure an optimal evaluation process, and diagnose issues as they begin to occur,
the evaluations should begin with the simplest case, with the addition of complexity based on
successful platform evaluations. Determining or defining the performance envelope of the system
is essential to organizing this, as it will determine the complexity of the tests. There are numerous
important considerations within this performance envelope, the importance and dominance of which
will depend on the nature of the robotic system and the testing requirements. Three of the most basic
are the mode/behavior complexity (i.e., how complex a mission the system can accomplish), the terrain
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complexity (i.e., the basic operation conditions), and the obstacle complexity (i.e., the complexity and
difficulty of the obstacles that the robot must negotiate). These three considerations are shown relative
to an example performance envelope in Figure 2. Other sets of vital considerations are environmental
complexity (e.g., number of local trees, presence of human or autonomous robot adversaries to
negotiate, etc.), weather conditions, GPS availability, and other relevant concerns. While behavior
and obstacles complexity are common considerations for all robotic systems, terrain complexity is
a much more important consideration for field robots than those working in a well-defined or flat,
open terrain [29,52–54]. The testing conditions chosen should match the performance envelope of the
system as closely as possible (within the resources and time available) in order to accomplish the most
realistic possible scenario for testing. Reviewing the definition of field robotics [51], it is clear that
real conditions will be too unpredictable and complicated to simulate perfectly, as is the case for most
real world systems, but careful test planning can mitigate this and simulate real conditions as well
as possible.
Mode/behavior complexity

Learning and exploration
Mission planning
Waypoint navigation
Path planning
Tele-operation

Other dimensions
➢
➢
➢
➢

Performance
envelope

Manual control

Environmental complexity
Weather conditions
GPS availability
Other relevant conditions

Braking and acceleration

Communication
Safety

Obstacle complexity

Asphalt
Flat turf
Dirt road
Gravel
Tall grass
Forest
Urban

Terrain complexity
Figure 2. Example application space complexity for mode, obstacle, and terrain complexity.
Other dimensions may include environmental complexity, weather conditions, GPS availability, etc.

In order to provide the most efficiency during the tests and to ensure that the performance
envelope captures the full behavioral capability, test courses will be evaluated with increasing obstacle
complexity. It should begin with the simplest possible case (i.e., clear path with no obstacles) and
work up in stages to static, dynamic, and mixed obstacle environments (Figure 2). The best approach
for organizing these tests is to select an operating environment and then gradually increase the
complexity of each test to explore the entire range of the performance envelope. In this approach,
the obstacle complexity should be evaluated first (x-axis, Figure 2), then mode/behavior complexity
(y-axis, Figure 2), then terrain complexity (z-axis, Figure 2), and then any other considerations. In terms
of steps (a sort of generic algorithm), this would take the form of:
1.
2.

3.

Select given environment and given mode/behavior to evaluate
Gradually increase obstacle complexity until either the maximum intended complexity is reached
successfully OR failure occurs and a design flaw is exposed. If successful, move to the next step;
if failed, exit testing and return to the design phase.
Repeat #1–2 for each of the mode/mode behavior levels
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Gradually increase the terrain complexity (repeating #1–3 for each case) until either the maximum
intended complexity is reached successfully OR failure occurs and a design flaw is exposed.
If successful, move to the next step; if failure occurs, exit testing and return to the design phase.
Continue until all complexity dimensions are examined according to the test plan, repeating cycles
#1–4, and so on.

The exact modes/settings used for each of the tests will be specific to the system and its expected
operating theater; these will be discussed in depth in Section 3. The robot itself will be considered as
a sort of “black box” interacting with its chosen environment and all of the settings and parameters
should be based on this consideration. Analysis of subsystems and system identification based on
collected data will also be discussed in later sections.
It is assumed in this kind of testing approach that the desired performance envelope for the
system is known or predicted before the tests. If these tests are used to explore/establish the limits of
the envelope, then the failures in the tests should be carefully evaluated and it should be determined
whether these are due to design flaws or to true limits of the performance boundary for the system.
The exact number of steps in each case (and therefore the total number of tests) will depend on
the testing plan developed by the stakeholders and will vary for each system. The structure of the
evaluation plan should consist of five parts, namely (1) the purpose, (2) the requirements for the
test, (3) identification or definition of the test variables, (4) specifications for the test, and (5) the final
procedure for completing the test and evaluating the results. Figure 3 shows this plan graphically.
As previously discussed, any test should be initialized without any obstacles and then increased in
complexity as the testing sequence is completed.
1

Purpose

2

Requirements

3

Variables

5

4

Specifications

Procedure

Figure 3. Structure for developing the evaluation plan, beginning with definition of purpose and
ending with a detailed procedure.

3. Modes, Functions, and Behaviors of Operation
Successful testing and evaluation requires careful and rigorous definition of the modes,
functions, and expected system behaviors. The vehicle itself should be considered to be a “black
box”, which needs to interact with an unpredictable environment in the completion of its mission.
System input should be varied starting from the subsystems and going to the level of multiple
systems while assessing and collecting data on the qualitative aspects of the system response
(i.e., system identification). Important parameters related to each mode, behavior, or function of
a field robotic system are described in this section from a general perspective to act as a staring
point for analysis of a specific system. As previously discussed, the exact parameters, their settings,
and their order/level of importance will vary between systems and must be determined or defined by
stakeholders before testing begins.
3.1. Evaluated Modes and Functions
For a general field robotic system, the essential modes and functions of the system can be
divided into two categories, namely those related to the vehicle design and those related to the
robotics. The modes and functions related to the vehicle are mainly mechanical, such as stability,
braking, actuation, and other things; on the other hand, those related to the robotics generally
consist of control, software, and electrical elements of the system. Table 2 shows an example
table of elements in both categories. This table is very important for the testing plan, as it helps
to define the elements/subsystems of the robotic system and to define them for useful analysis.
The stakeholders should ensure that the modes and functions table for the system to be testing is
complete, consistent, and well-designed to ensure smooth testing and interpretation/communication
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of the testing results. This should be done as early in the design process as possible and certainly
before any system testing is initialized.
Table 2. Example behavior modes and functions in a field robotic system.

Level

Modes and Functions

Level

Modes and Functions

Vehicle design

Safety

Robotics

Safety

Stability

Sensors

Braking

Software

Turning radius

Communication

Actuation

Tele-operation

Boom operation

Localization

Ground clearance

Navigation
Terrain tracking
Mission accomplishment
Obstacle detection
Obstacle avoidance

3.2. Diagnostic Performance Parameters
In addition to providing evaluation criteria for determining or defining system capabilities,
a further objective should be to provide information on design flaws and system errors to they can be
found and (ideally) mitigated. In order to do this, it is essential that the evaluators understand the
function and modes of each subsystem and their interfaces. Not all of the data may be used or analyzed
when mapping and evaluating system capabilities, but the presence of useful data are invaluable
in determining areas of required system improvement. Therefore, all the tests should acquire, at a
minimum, the following information:
•
•
•

All inputs to all behaviors,
All outputs from all behaviors including those sent to the lower-level control system,
All vehicle level control inputs and outputs, including feedback from actuators.

Since the overall system is treated like a black box, it is vital that all inputs to the system be
carefully controlled and recorded in order match the input with the expected behavior. Lower-level
system behavior is vital for tracking and evaluating subsystem performance as well.
3.3. Additional Logged Evaluation Information
In addition to the basic information about system performance, there are several additional pieces
of information that may be vital to understanding performance, especially if a failure occurs during
testing. These include, but are not limited to,
•

•

Carefully-defined testing documentation: Test date, test start time, time of day, and other relevant
information. It is recommended that the evaluation team devise a numbering and tracking system
for tests, especially when many tests are done or the same set of tests are done on different types
of field robots.
Environmental conditions: General terrain conditions, local foliage, natural obstacles
(trees, rocks, and similar), weather conditions (especially note any change in weather conditions
during the tests), barometric pressure, relative humidity, local force of gravity, and similar relevant
information should be recorded.
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GPS conditions: Availability of GPS for localizing or other uses is vital information for assessing
the outcome of tests, especially if the localization and navigation system depends on GPS. It is
recommended that the GPS quality and strength be recorded in real-time during any tests using it
using a method independent of the system being tested.
Location of natural and artificial obstacles: Carefully record the GPS or map-coordinate locations
of each of the obstacles. It is recommended that they be tagged as natural or artificial, as well as
whether they are likely to interfere with navigation and communication to the system; interference
will primarily occur if a large obstacle blocks communication with the system or blocks effective
GPS coverage. Tabulating the data for each of the obstacles should help, using a layout similar to
the example table shown in Table 3. Note that GPS coordinates may not be possible to collect for a
dynamic obstacle, but effort to be made in order to have the most rigorous possible testing record.
Design, location, and layout of the testing course
Finally, carefully note any unusual or unexpected events during testing (sudden drop in
temperature, nearby lighting strike, encounters with animals or unauthorized humans, etc.)

Table 3. Example obstacle log table examining the GPS coordinates, nature (natural or artificial,
where artificial obstacles were placed by the evaluators as part of the test course), the mode (static or
dynamic), navigational interference (interfering/no-interfering), and whether the obstacle or its effect
was expected or unexpected (E/UE) before the tests began.

Obstacle

GPS Coord

Nature

Mode

Nav Interference

E/UE

1

Large tree

XX.X, YY.Y

Natural

Static

Interference

Expected

2

Large rock (near ground)

XX.X, YY.Y

Natural

Static

Non-interference

Expected

3

Basketball

XX.X, YY.Y

Artificial

Static

Non-interference

Expected

4

Large farm animal

XX.X, YY.Y

Natural

Dynamic

Non-interference

Unexpected

5

Area of tall grass

XX.X, YY.Y

Natural

Static

Non-interference

Unexpected

6

Adversarial robot

XX.X, YY.Y

Artificial

Dynamic

Non-interference

Unexpected

7

Car (parked)

XX.X, YY.Y

Artificial

Static

Interference

Expected

8

Car (driving normally)

XX.X, YY.Y

Artificial

Dynamic

Interference

Expected

9

Small pond

XX.X, YY.Y

Natural

Static

Non-interference

Expected

10

Large building

XX.X, YY.Y

Natural

Static

Interference

Expected

When the stakeholders are compiling the list of additional parameters, care should be taken to
include anything that may have some secondary or cause-and-effect relationship with the basic system
parameters. What these are is entirely system- and environment-dependent, so it is vital that the
design and evaluation teams understand the testing environment very well. These additional data
points can greatly speed up diagnostics in the case of a failure or dramatic divergence in expected
behavior by the system. This is especially true if the design team is not local or a test is being done on
a commercial system and failure diagnostics will require the assistance of the OEM.
3.4. Evaluated Modes and Functions
The modes of operation/control for the system under consideration can vary dramatically between
systems and should be firmly established by the stakeholders. In general, these will be manual control,
SA/TO, or autonomous operation or some combination of these. For field robots, waypoint navigation
is one of the possible configurations for the autonomous mode. Several functions should be considered
for evaluation for all field robot systems, with those relevant to the system operation being included in
the tests:
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Safety,
Communication,
Manual control,
Semi-autonomous/tele-operation (SA/TO),
Autonomous navigation (GPS/waypoint navigation).

Note that many tests will involve only some of these evaluation areas, so the complexity of
the actual system should be used to determine which are relevant given the mission and testing
budget of the system. While these areas of evaluation can be further broken down, at the top level,
they can be divided as shown in the list above. Further examining these areas, some qualitative
performance parameters for these areas can be identified (Table 4). These, among other important
parameters identified by the stakeholders, should be evaluated during testing in each of the five main
areas identified above. Figure 4 shows examples of some of the important parameters for system
evaluation, including path discontinuities, heading and distance errors, settling time, settling distance,
path overshoot, and phase lead/lag.
Table 4. Major top-level functions and example important system parameters to be evaluated or
adjusted during testing.
Function

Example Qualitative Parameter

Safety

1. Stopping distance relative to obstacle detection range, braking symmetry,
and operation mode
2. Control stop and remote kill switch delay
3. Mode of operation of the vehicle once remotely stopped
4. Maximum acceleration and deceleration profiles
5. Range of obstacle detection and location of blind spots

Communication

1. Effect of distance and communication loss from the user interface on
the system behaviors under manual, SA/TO, and autonomous navigation
2. Bandwidth limitations throughout the range of operation
3. Effects of varying complex terrain (foliage, etc.) and weather
4. Line of sight requirements and communication range

Manual control

1. Operator controllability
2. Time lag of signal (phase lag) from the operator to the vehicle
3. Communication range and effect radio transition
4. Operator use and control of vehicle stability issues at high speed,
including roll-over prevention
5. Handling quality of the vehicle under manual control
6. Accuracy of the vehicle position and path under manual control
7. Time to accomplish mission
8. Steering system symmetry and controllability
9. The effect of vehicle speed on handling
10. Obstacle detection and behavior arbitration
11. Time to accomplish the mission compared to scenario with no obstacles
12. Actuator Fatigue—number of actuations required to accomplish
the mission
13. The frequency and amplitude of steering actuation signals
14. Brake—when on or off, time and side engaged
15. Speed—frequency, direction and amplitude of velocity actuation signals
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Table 4. Cont.
SA/TO

1. Operator controllability in cooperation with the vehicle system
2. Time lag of signal from the operator to the vehicle and the control system
3. Communication range and effect radio transition
4. Operator/controller handling of vehicle stability issues at high speed,
including roll-over prevention
5. Handling quality of the vehicle under SA/TO
6. Accuracy of the vehicle position and path under SA/TO
7. Time to accomplish mission
8. Steering system symmetry and controllability
9. The effect of vehicle speed on handling and control
10. Obstacle detection and negotiation
11. Time to accomplish the mission compared to scenario with no obstacles
12. Actuator Fatigue—number of actuations required to accomplish
the mission
13. The frequency and amplitude of steering actuation signals
14. Brake—when on or off, time and side engaged
15. Speed—frequency, direction and amplitude of velocity actuation signals

Autonomous navigation

1. Controllability—how well the operator or artificial intelligence can
control the vehicle to accomplish the mission
2. Communication range and radio transition—the effects on autonomous
navigation due to vehicle range at maximum range and when transitioning
between radios, waypoints, or GPS-rich areas
3. Operator/controller handling of vehicle stability issues at high speed,
including roll-over prevention
4. Handling—cornering ability of the vehicle under navigation controls
5. Accuracy—how well the vehicle follows a path under an
autonomous mode
6. Time to accomplish mission
7. Effects of localization sensor loss—Effects of the loss of use of sensors
used to aid in localization
8. Effects of discontinuities in path plan
9. Settling time and distance—the amount of time and distance it takes
a vehicle to resume adequate path tracking once a landmark has been
attained or path tracking segment completed
10. Distance error—How far the vehicle has departed from a path
segment or line/arc connecting waypoints or other landmarks (physical
or GPS coordinates)
11. Maximum distance error—absolute value of the maximum distance
error the system experienced during the evaluation course
12. Heading error—How the direction of the vehicle has differed from
the direction of a corresponding path segment or the line/arc between
waypoints or other physical or digital landmarks
13. Maximum heading error—absolute value of the maximum heading
error the system experienced during the evaluation course
14. Minimum path curvature—the minimum radius or change in direction
of waypoint segments that the vehicle can adequately track
15. Overshoot/undershoot—the distance the vehicle goes beyond the next
waypoint or path segment when transitioning through path segments or
between other landmarks
16. Phase lead/lag—the degree the vehicle compensates or fails to
compensate for future/current changes in segment or arc reference
17. Steering system symmetry
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Table 4. Cont.
18. Obstacle detection and behavior arbitration—the effects on system
behavior due to the presence of obstacles around the platform or when
other behaviors are in conflict
19. Time—time to accomplish the mission compared to scenario with
no obstacles
20. Actuator fatigue—number of actuation to accomplish the mission
21. Steering—frequency and amplitude of steering actuation signals
22. Brake—frequency and amplitude of brake actuation signals
23. Throttle—frequency and amplitude of throttle actuation signals

(a) Path discontinuity

(b) Heading and distance errors

Velocity
Distance error

Heading error

Discontinuity

(c) Settling time, settling distance, and overshoot

(d) Phase lead and phase lag

Overshoot

Settling time and distance

Velocity

Planned path

Phase lead and
phase lag

True path

Figure 4. Illustration of some qualitative parameters for system evaluation, (a) path discontinuities,
(b) heating and distance errors, (c) settling time, settling distance, and overshoot, and (d) phase lead
and phase lag.

3.5. Safeguarding: Obstacle Detection and Avoidance Evaluations
In field robotic system evaluations, an important factor is the delineation between obstacles and
objects. Objects are defined as “anything detected by the system in the environment that may impede
progress or that can be used for localization and guidance,” while obstacles are defined as “objects
that lie in the direct path of the vehicle or threaten to be in its path at a future time”. The objective
of a safeguarding evaluation is to determine if the system reaction to both objects and obstacles is
appropriate. For the remainder of this paper, the obstacles will be defined as either static (stationary
and not moving, such as a rock or tree), dynamic (moving and may be unpredictable, such as an animal
or adversarial robot), and negative (such as a hole or body of water).
Figure 5 shows the convention and symbols used to describe each of these cases; marker flags will
be used to localize the system or to mark waypoints for the system. Examples of obstacles a field robotic
system could encounter during use are shown in Figure 5a–e below. There may be large static obstacles
which are so dense that they may interfere with communication and control by blocking signals and
strong GPS coverage (such as large trees), as well a simple static ones (markers, small posts, cones, etc.).
Dynamic obstacles may be considered mobile dynamic (such as an animal who may be hostile toward
the vehicle) or stationary dynamic (such as a sprinkler, which is stationary but the streams of water
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are dynamic and can have a dynamic impact on the vehicle). Finally, negative obstacles are best
represented by potholes in the operational path of the vehicle.
Static
obstacle

Dynamic
obstacle

Negative
obstacle

Marker
flag

Waypoint
marker

(e)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

Marleen Felius
Figure 5. Static, dynamic, and negative symbols,
with flag marker for navigation and localization
shown for further reference. Realistic examples of (a) large obstacle which may block communication
and interfere with navigation (large tree), (b) simple static obstacle which does not interfere with
navigation (driveway marker), (c) mobile dynamic obstacle (animal) [55], (d) stationary dynamic
obstacle (lawn sprinkler), and (e) negative obstacle (road pothole).

When encountering obstacles, the operator or control system will need to locate it within the
framework of the system, decide if it is static, dynamic, or negative, classify it as an object or obstacle,
and determine if it may be a threat to the system (especially if it is dynamic). If it is determined to be an
obstacle, is dynamic, or presents a threat to the vehicle, the control system (or operator, depending on
the system) will then need to respond to it. In the case where a single static or dynamic obstacle is
encountered, the most common response will be to stop the vehicle or to bypass the obstacle by driving
around it. Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate this behavior for simple cases. In most cases, the dynamic
obstacles will require a larger minimum stopping distance and obstacle clearance distance due to
its unpredictable behavior. Generally, the negative obstacles will require a similar response, but this
cannot always be determined without further evaluation and examination of the obstacle. In many
cases, it should behave in the same way as a static object or obstacle, but detection by on-board sensors
may be difficult; this is an area that needs further research and refinement, but it can be simulated for
simple cases as shown here.
In a realistic scenario, it is likely that there will be several or many obstacles/objects to evaluate
and negotiate, so the obstacle-based evaluations will need to be gradually made more complex,
beginning with simple static obstacles and moving up to cases with many mixed types of obstacles.
Depending on the nature of the obstacle avoidance behavior, the parameters for evaluation will include
the minimum stopping distance. If the platform is capable of bypassing the obstacle, the minimum
clearing distance will be determined as demonstrated in the figure below. The GPS coordinates of all
obstacles will be required for all evaluations as well as the vehicle path and the required path.
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(a) Parameter: Minimum stopping distance for head-on static obstacle
Minimum
stopping
distance

Velocity

Planned path
True path

(b) Parameter: Minimum clearance to
navigate around static obstacle

Velocity

Minimum obstacle clearance distance

Figure 6. Example vehicle navigation response behaviors to a simple static obstacle.

(a) Parameter: Minimum stopping distance for head-on dynamic obstacle
Minimum
stopping
distance

Velocity

Planned path
True path

(b) Parameter: Minimum clearance to
navigate around dynamic obstacle

Velocity

Minimum obstacle clearance distance

Figure 7. Example vehicle navigation response behaviors to a simple dynamic obstacle.

4. Safety and Communication Evaluation Courses
This section provides directions and suggested layouts of courses to test the vehicle safety and
communication during operation. Some modification may be necessary depending on the system under
study, but this approach is a good general starting place for generating a testing plan. During these
tests, the autonomous mode will be guided using waypoint navigation or GPS (or another useful
method), following a generated path to complete a mission and responding to encountered obstacles.
During SA/TO tests and manual control, the course should be laid out using objects undetectable by
the vehicle but visible to the operator (visually or through an on-board camera). Due to the nature
of testing unproven platforms, the remote kill switch (“e-stop”) should be monitored at all times,
with the operator prepared to activate it at any time should the vehicle react incorrectly or become
uncontrollable. Finally, the testing should be done in a remote location, away from any human or
animal bystanders and located so that system failures and accidents will have the smallest possible
negative impact.
4.1. Safety Evaluation 1 (SE1): Stop Control Stop Response
As described in Figure 3, the evaluation plan should be laid out in the five basic steps, (1) purpose,
(2) requirements, (3) variables, (4) specifications, and (5) final procedure. The first four are shown in
Table 5 below, followed by the complete test procedure.
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Table 5. Safety Evaluation 1 setup table.
Test: Safety Evaluation 1
Purpose

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine the braking response of the vehicle to
an immediate stop command (i.e., activation of the remote kill switch). The response
characteristics should be evaluated from the stopping distance and deceleration profile based
on obstacle detection range, braking symmetry and the mode of operation of the vehicle once
stopped. Additionally, the maximum acceleration and deceleration profile can be obtained.
The course will be focus on SA/TO and autonomous modes; manual operation is not necessary
to test, as a remote kill switch is not necessary when the operator is in complete control of the
system during operation.

Requirements

The vehicle shall effectively stop at design speed within a specified distance (e.g., 2 m), as well
as within a specified distance (e.g., 3 m) at the maximum safe speed of the vehicle
2. The intelligent (autonomous) vehicle shall be in a stable mode once at a complete e-stop is
engaged (i.e., 100% brake actuation). The stable stopped vehicle in an automated mode should
have the brake engaged.

Variables

1. GPS coordinates of obstacle and vehicle
2. Vehicle heading
3. Vehicle speed

Specifications

1. Vehicle will be accelerated to design speed and then at maximum rated speed for each mode
of operation
2. The course will be run in the following sequence: tele-operation and navigation
3. The course should be laid out as demonstrated in Figure 8; the distanced for each phase of
the evaluation are adjustable based on the design of the system under evaluation
4. Markers shall be used to mark the course and the point where the brakes are applied via
E-stop and control stop
5. The course is predicted to take approximately 10 min to setup and 10 min to perform
one evaluation

Brake application point

Design speed region
20 m

Completion
10 m

Figure 8. Suggested test course for Safety Evaluation 1 (SE1).

SE1 Testing Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The vehicle will proceed from the location designated in the diagram (Figure 8) from a stopped
position and accelerate to its required speed
At the end of the first run in the design speed region, remote stop or brakes are applied
Data files will be appropriately labeled for record and analysis for each mode and iteration
Data will be post processed based on the measurement criteria presented to evaluate the vehicle’s
performance developed by the stakeholders
Manual control mode test iterations:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Iteration 1: Operator on user interface sets vehicle to design speed along course and user
interface operator applies control stop
Iteration 2: Operator on user interface sets vehicle to design speed along course and a
vehicle escort applies e-stop
Iteration 3: Operator on user interface accelerates vehicle to maximum speed along course
and user Interface operator applies control stop
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Iteration 4: Operator on user interface accelerates vehicle to maximum speed along course
and vehicle escort applies e-stop

SSA/TO mode test iterations: In this case, it is assumed that the e-stop is part of the manual
portion of the system, so the iterations are the same as this for the manual control mode.
In autonomous mode, the vehicle will be provided with the coordinates of the course boundaries
and will generate a trajectory for the vehicle to follow. Since the course for this test is very simple,
additional waypoints or navigation features are likely not necessary. The application plan for the
e-stop will also generally be configured the same as that for the manual and SA/TO modes and
so it should follow the same iterations.

4.2. Safety Evaluation 2 (SE2): External Detectability of Vehicle Warning Devices
This test is the second of the safety tests and examines the usefulness of vehicle warning devices.
The focus will be on ensuring that any nearby humans or animals can easily locate and avoid the
vehicle during operation. Note that this tests may not be needed or desirable for military applications
or others in which the location of the vehicle should not be advertised. Table 6 shows the basics for
this test, which is followed by the detailed procedure for completing it.
Table 6. Safety Evaluation 2 setup table.
Test: Safety Evaluation 2
Purpose

The purpose of this course is to evaluate the range of detection for an autonomous vehicle
and directions from which signals may not be detected. It is assumed that this test will
not be needed for manual (and most SA/TO) modes, as the system will be in continuous
communication with the operator and its location will always be known in real time.

Requirements

The intelligent vehicle shall be capable of being detected by an observer at a minimum radius
established by the stakeholders; this distance will depend on the terrain complexity and
expected weather conditions. Warning signals shall be both audio and visual.

Variables

Distance from the vehicle where warning signals are detectable (visual, audio)

Specifications

1. Vehicle will be stationary
2. The measurements should be taken from the front, sides and rear of the vehicle
3. Predicted time for one test will be 5 min to set up and 10 min to run the test

SE2 Testing Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

The vehicle will remain stationary.
The vehicle will be put into manual, SA/TO, and autonomous modes in different iterations to
ensure that all modes drive the warning system effectively.
The warning signals (i.e., lights, beeps, sounds) will be gauged for their effective detectable range
from the vehicle.
Regions where the audio and visual cues may not be heard or seen should be noted.

4.3. Safety Evaluation 3 (SE3): Obstacle Detection Verification
This test, the third of the safety and communication tests, will evaluate the range and reliability of
the detection instruments (cameras, LIDAR, etc.) on the vehicle. The setup for the test is shown in
Table 7 below. Figure 9a shows the basic course layout, measured in terms of radius from the vehicle.
Example regions expected to be covered by various kinds of detection tools (2D LIDAR, 3D LIDAR,
camera, and ultrasonic sensors), as well as an example of a detection blind spot, are demonstrated in
Figure 9a,b.
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Rn
R3
R2

R1

Example
blind spot
Example 2-D
LIDAR region

Example 3-D
LIDAR region
Example
camera region
Example
ultrasonic
sensor region

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Evaluation of (a) blind spots and obstacle distances, as well as (b) ranges and patterns for
the instruments used to detect objects. Examples of 2D and 3D LIDAR, camera, and ultrasonic sensor
ranges and patterns are given in (b).

Table 7. Safety Evaluation 3 setup table.
Test: Safety Evaluation 3
Purpose

The purpose of this course is to evaluate obstacle detection for an autonomous vehicle including
areas where objects may not be detected

Requirements

The intelligent vehicle shall be capable of detecting objects/obstacles around the system of
a set minimum size and height above the ground via instruments (camera, LIDAR, etc.) at a
specified minimum distance from the vehicle

Variables

Distance and direction from the vehicle where obstacles are detected

Specifications

1. Vehicle will be stationary
2. The measurements should be taken from the front, sides and rear of the vehicle (in terms of
R1 , . . . , Rn as demonstrated in Figure 9)
3. A test will be required for each of the detection methods used; Figure 9b shows example
expected patterns for a camera and LIDAR. The exact patterns will vary depending on the
instruments and vehicle design, but great care should be taken to ensure their range and
reliability meet or exceed the requirements for the system.
3. Setup time is expected to be 5 min and one evaluation is expected to require 2 h to complete

SE3 Testing Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The vehicle will remain stationary.
The vehicle will be put into autonomous navigation mode.
Place objects in locations around the vehicle (objects of various sizes and shapes, such as flags,
traffic cones, balls, rocks, tree branches, etc.).
Determine if the obstacle detection regions are the same as those in the requirements.
Find the blind spots for each of the detection methods and note on a diagram similar to Figure 9a,b.

4.4. Communications Evaluation: Communication Range and Effects
This final safety and communications evaluation will determine the effective limitations of the
communication system within the vehicle, control system, and user interface. The setup of the tests is
shown in Table 8, followed by a detailed testing procedure and figure to demonstrate the concept.
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Table 8. Communications Evaluation setup table.
Test: Communications Evaluation
Purpose

The purpose of this course is to determine the limitations of the communication system between
the user interface and the vehicle. The effect of variations of the vehicle in terms of distance
and transitions between communication systems will be explored, as well as the effects on
performance based on vehicle positioning close to the maximum range. With the introduction
of terrain complexity, the effective communication range and line of sight requirements can
also be affected and will be examined. The evaluations will be conducted in manual mode,
SA/TO, and autonomous navigation modes.

Requirements

1. The vehicle shall be capable of effectively operating behaviors throughout the complete
range of the communication with graceful degradation based on the loss of bandwidth
2. The vehicle shall exhibit appropriate functionality throughout the communication range
3. Traversing the communication transition region shall only effect the streaming video flow
4. The performance of the system in performing tele-operation and autonomous navigation
should degrade gracefully as line of site/ maximum communication range is attained
5. In the event of reaching maximum range, the vehicle should stop

Variables

1. GPS coordinate information – vehicle and user interface
2. Vehicle mode
3. Video rate
4. Bandwidth usage requirements for operation (video, communications, etc.)
5. Lag in operator control

Specifications

1. Vehicle will be operated in manual, SA/TO, and autonomous navigation modes in separate
evaluations
2. The course will be as driven by the operator on the user interface with the intent of reaching
maximum communication range
3. Under the additions of terrain complexity, efforts should be initiated to determine
line-of-sight limitations
4. Setup is expected to require 5 min and each evaluation is expected to require about 45 min

Communications Evaluation Testing Procedure
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The trajectory planner for the vehicle, or a required trajectory, will be provided with the relative
coordinates of the course boundaries and will generate a trajectory for the vehicle (or operator) to
follow. The operator on the user interface may provide the required path manually if needed.
The operator on the user interface will attempt to drive the required course to operate in the
transition region and maximum range region.
Controllability issues on the user interface will be monitored and logged.
The course will be run in all modes (manual, SA/TO, and autonomous, as applicable).
The overall effective performance envelope will be determined based on controllability and the
logged data.
The evaluators should take advantage of interruptions in line of sight and obstructions to test
communication quality and reliability.
Data files will be appropriately labeled for record and analysis for each mode and iteration.
Data will be post-processed based on the measurement criteria contained in the vehicle
requirements document and testing plan.
Manual operation:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Manual mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The operator will drive the vehicle via the manual interface on the user interface.
The operator will drive the vehicle away from the communication broadcast antenna
(Figure 10).
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(d)
(e)
10.

The vehicle will proceed from the location designated in the diagram (Figure 10) from a
stopped position and the remote tele-operator will accelerate to design operating speed.
The operator will assess controllability and performance throughout operation until the
system is out of range (Figure 10).

Semi-autonomous/tele-operated (SA/TO):
(a)
(b)

11.
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SA/TO mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The remaining steps are the same as those for the manual mode.

Autonomous mode:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

Autonomous navigation mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The course layout or waypoints will be given to the vehicle through the user interface or
on-board computer.
The vehicle will proceed from the location designated in the diagram (Figure 10) from
a stopped position and the autonomous navigation behavior will accelerate to design
operating speed.
The operator will monitor the vehicle for performance and safety until the system is out
of range (Figure 10).

Communication
transition

Antenna

Maximum range

Figure 10. Communication and range evaluation course example layout.

5. Behavior Evaluation Courses
Once the safety and communications testing courses have been completed, the field robotic
system may then be tested for performance and behavior. The real test of system quality and design
will be the behavior evaluations, so great care should be taken by the evaluators to conduct the tests
carefully. The testing plans and courses presented in this section are for general field robot systems and
may not be sufficient or applicable to all systems, so the stakeholders should make a rigorous testing
and evaluation plan for their specific system that takes into account the requirements and realistic
operating environment of the system.
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5.1. Behavior Evaluation 1 (BE1)
The first of the behavior tests looks at basic locomotion, focusing on driving in a straight line,
turning with a fixed radius, and turning sharply. Table 9 shows the test setup, followed by the detailed
test procedure and a suggested course layout. Finally, the use of obstacles on this course will be
discussed in detail, with example layouts given.
Table 9. Behavior Evaluation 1 setup table.
Test: Behavior Evaluation 1
Purpose

The purpose of this course is to evaluate the manual mode, SA/TO, and autonomous
navigation behaviors performing basic tasks, including driving a straight line and handling
accuracy at a variety of turning radii. The response characteristics will be evaluated for
trajectory following accuracy, the required steering control effort, controllability, time to
accomplish the mission and level of actuation for the controllers. Additionally, the lag of the
controller and handling characteristics will be analyzed.

Requirements

1. The time lag between the operator control unit generated signal should be within the time
specified in the requirements document
2. Vehicle trajectory drift shall be below the maximum specified distance
3. The vehicle will not enter an unstable mode of operation

Variables

1. The stakeholder-determined basic performance requirements, as described in Table 4
2. Timing of operator control input compared to timing of actuator (measure of
communication delay)
3. Vehicle speed
4. Vehicle specification information
5. Vehicle turning radius

Specifications

1. Vehicle will be traveling at design operating speed
2. Two operators will be required for this evaluation
3. In SA/TO and autonomous navigation modes, the vehicle will be monitored and controlled
by a remote operator on the user interface and locally by the second operator
4. The course should be laid out as demonstrated in Figure 11
5. The first run for all modes will be on a straight line
6. Radius changes for left and right turns of the course will initiate at the vehicle minimum
turn radius. Subsequent test runs will occur starting at the vehicle minimum turn radius
and varying the minimum test radius incrementally in both left and right directions until the
desired radius is attained
7. Markers should be placed 2 m on either side of the path where changes in segments occur
and in the middle of arcs for SA/TO evaluations.
8. Course setup is expected to require 30 min, with 10 min run time for each evaluation
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Figure 11. Course layout for Behavior Evaluation 1, testing (a) straight-line, (b) curved turns, and (c)
sharp turns for manual, SA/TO, and autonomous modes. The shown distances are for reference only
and should be selected based on the design and requirements of the vehicle under evaluation.

BE1 Testing Procedure
1.

Manual mode:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

(g)
(h)
2.

Semi-autonomous/tele-operated (SA/TO) mode:
(a)
(b)

3.

Manual mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The operator will drive the vehicle via the manual interface on the user interface.
The operator will drive the vehicle through the flag markers of the course (Figure 11).
The vehicle will proceed from the location designated Figure 11 from a stopped position
and accelerate to design operating speed.
Test iterations will continue from a straight line, to courses in the left and right directions,
iterating from the minimum turn radius specified in the system requirements, with each
radius applied in both left and right directions.
Additional iterations will check the effect of course discontinuities on path following
performance. The discontinuities will be applied in the left and right directions starting at
a small angle and increasing in several steps.
Data files will be appropriately labeled for record and analysis for each mode and iteration.
Data will be post processed based on the measurement criteria presented to evaluate the
vehicle’s performance the requirements document and testing plan.

Tele-operation mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The other steps for SA/TO mode are identical to Steps (b)–(h) for manual mode.

Autonomous navigation mode:
(a)
(b)

Autonomous navigation mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The course layout or waypoint locations will be loaded on the vehicle.
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The vehicle will navigate through the course autonomously, with the operator and vehicle
supervisor only intervening in case of an emergency or loss of vehicle control.
The vehicle will proceed from the location designated in the diagram (Figure 11) from a
stopped position and the on-board computer and autonomous controls will accelerate to
design operating speed.
The remaining steps are identical to those described in Steps (f)–(h) for the manual mode.

5.2. Behavior Evaluation 2 (BE2)
This course tests the behaviors of the system (both vehicle and controller) under small disturbances
and other effects relative to trajectory error and required effort to correct the error. The setup for the
test is shown in Table 10, followed by the detailed evaluation procedure and suggested course layout.
Table 10. Behavior Evaluation 2 setup table.
Test: Behavior Evaluation 2
Purpose

The purpose of this course is to evaluate the manual mode, tele-operation, and autonomous
navigation behaviors to minimum level disturbances, drift, disturbance rejection, and stability
evaluations under maximal perturbations, tracking accuracy, the effects of phase lag present in
the controller, settling time and control system reliability. The response characteristics will be
evaluated for trajectory following error, and the required steering control effort.

Requirements

1. The intelligent vehicle shall effectively traverse the course at design speed as well as at the
maximum safe speed of the vehicle available under autonomous mode. Effective traverse
implies a trajectory following error of less than a maximum distance specified in the
requirements document and a maximum specified orientation error.
2. The vehicle will have a settling distance less than the specified distance at design speed,
as well as at the maximum safe speed of the vehicle available under autonomous mode
3. Autonomous vehicle trajectory drift shall be below the maximum distance specified in the
requirements document
4. The vehicle will not enter an unstable mode of operation

Variables

1. The stakeholder-determined basic performance requirements, as described in Table 4
2. GPS coordinates of path and vehicle
3. Vehicle heading
4. Reference segments for controller response
5. All planned trajectory information in GPS coordinates
6. Actuator command signal from operator or high level control
7. Actuator position/angle feedback
8. Actuator lag
9. Vehicle speed
10. Vehicle specification information
11. Turning radius

Specifications

1. Vehicle will be traveling at standard operating speed
2. Two operators will be required for this evaluation
3. In manual, SA/TO, and autonomous modes, the vehicle will be controlled and/or monitored
by a remote operator through a user interface and locally by the vehicle supervisor
4. The course should be laid out as demonstrated in Figure 12 where t represents the
vehicle-specific minimum turning radius
5. Markers should be placed 2 m on either side of the path where changes in segments occur to
help guide navigation
6. Expected run time for each case will be 30 min, with one hour expected for setting up
the course
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t

5m
2m

2m

20 m

5m

R

2m

2m

Basic course layout

Figure 12. Behavior Test Course 2 layout with details of the flag/marker placements. The distance
values given should be taken only as examples and should be adjusted according to the requirements
and testing plan for the vehicle undergoing evaluation.

BE2 Testing Procedure
1.

Manual mode:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

2.

Semi-autonomous/tele-operation (SA/TO) mode:
(a)
(b)

3.

Manual mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The operator will drive the vehicle via the manual interface on the User Interface.
The operator will drive the vehicle through the flag markers.
The vehicle will proceed from the location designated in Figure 12 from a stopped position
and the remote operator will accelerate to design operating speed.
Data files will be appropriately labeled for record and analysis for each mode and iteration.
Data will be post processed based on the measurement criteria.

SA/TO mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The remaining steps are identical to those for the manual mode.

Autonomous navigation:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Autonomous navigation mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The course layout will be loaded on the vehicle computer and will be used to navigate
through the course.
The vehicle will proceed from the location designated Figure 12 from a stopped position
and then accelerate to design operating speed.
Data files will be appropriately labeled for record and analysis for each mode and iteration.
Data will be post processed based on the measurement criteria.

5.3. Behavior Evaluation 3 (BE3)
This course tests the handling and navigation issues and effects of controller lag. The setup table
is shown in Table 11 below; the detailed procedure, course layout, and course layout with obstacles are
given as well.
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Table 11. Behavior Evaluation 3 setup table.
Test: Behavior Evaluation 3
Purpose

The purpose of this course is to evaluate the manual, SA/TO, and autonomous navigation
behaviors response to maximum disturbances, determination of handling issues and the
effects of phase lag present in the controller. The response characteristics will be evaluated
the required steering control effort from the operator.

Requirements

1. The intelligent vehicle shall effectively traverse the course at design speed as well as at the
maximum safe speed of the vehicle available under autonomous mode. Effective traverse
implies trajectory following and orientation errors of less than the maximum distance
specified in the system requirements with minimal high frequency oscillation.
2. The vehicle will not enter an unstable mode of operation

Variables

1. The stakeholder-determined basic performance requirements, as described in Table 4
2. GPS coordinates of path and vehicle
3. Vehicle heading
4. Reference segments for controller response
5. All planned trajectory information in GPS coordinates
6. Actuator command signal from operator or high level control
7. Actuator position/ angle feedback
8. Timing of operator control input compared to timing of actuators
9. Vehicle specification information
10. Vehicle speed
11. Turning radius

Specifications

1. Vehicle will be traveling at standard operating speed
2. Two people will be required for this evaluation
3. In tele-operation and autonomous navigation behaviors, the vehicle will be controlled by
a remote operator on the User Interface
4. The course should be laid out as demonstrated in Figure 13 where t represents the
vehicle-specific minimum turning radius
5. Markers should be placed 2 m on either side of the path where changes in segments
occur to help guide tele-operation
6. Time investment for the test is anticipated to be one hour for the course setup and a half
hour for each evaluation

2m

2m

t

t

20 m

2m

2m

20 m

2m

2m

2m

2m
2m
2m

Figure 13. Behavior Test Course 3 layout with details of the flag/marker placements. The distance
values given should be taken only as examples and should be adjusted according to the requirements
and testing plan for the vehicle undergoing evaluation.
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BE3 Testing Procedure
1.

Manual mode:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

2.

Semi-autonomous/tele-operated mode (SA/TO):
(a)
(b)

3.

Manual mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The operator will drive the vehicle via the manual interface on the user interface.
The operator will drive the vehicle through the flag markers.
The vehicle will proceed from the location designated in Figure 13 from a stopped position
and the remote operator will accelerate to design operating speed.
Data files will be appropriately labeled for record and analysis for each mode and iteration.
Data will be post processed based on the established measurement criteria.

SA/TO mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The remaining steps are identical to those done for manual mode.

Autonomous mode:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Autonomous mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The course layout will be loaded on the vehicle computer.
The vehicle will navigate autonomously through the course.
The vehicle will proceed from the location designated in Figure 13 from a stopped position
and the autonomous navigation mode will accelerate to design operating speed.
Data files will be appropriately labeled for record and analysis for each mode and iteration.
Data will be post processed based on the established measurement criteria.

5.4. Behavior Evaluation 4 (BE4)
This course, the fourth of the behavior evaluations presented in this tutorial, examines the steering
response of the vehicle and controller to various conditions and disturbances. Table 12 provides the
setup for the test, which is followed by the detailed procedure and an example layout of the course.
The use of obstacles on the course is also presented, along with obstacle-loaded course layouts. This test
will not examine manual mode operation, since this mode is not relevant to the goals of the evaluation.
Table 12. Behavior Evaluation 4 setup table.
Purpose

The purpose of this course is to evaluate the steering response to maximum
level disturbances, disturbance rejection, stability evaluations under maximal
perturbations, tracking accuracy and the effects of phase lag present in the controller.
The response characteristics will be evaluated for trajectory following error, and
the required steering control effort. Trajectory drift will be evaluated in terms of
orientation, distance, and course shift through multiple passes.

Requirements

1. The intelligent vehicle shall effectively traverse the course at design speed as
well as at the maximum safe speed of the vehicle available under autonomous
mode. Effective traverse implies a trajectory following and orientation error
within the tolerance specified in the system requirements document with minimal
high-frequency oscillation.
2. The vehicle will not enter an unstable mode of operation

Variables

1. The stakeholder-determined basic performance requirements, as described in
Table 4
2. GPS coordinates of path and vehicle
3. Vehicle heading
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Table 12. Cont.
4. Reference segments for controller response
5. All planned trajectory information in GPS coordinates
6. Actuator command signal from operator or high level control
7. Actuator position/ angle feedback
8. Timing of operator control input compared to timing of actuators
9. Vehicle speed
10. Vehicle specification information
11. Turning radius
Specifications

1. Vehicle will be traveling at standard operating speed
2. This evaluation will require two operators, one to control the vehicle remotely
and one to escort it in case of problems
3. In tele-operation and autonomous modes, the vehicle will be controlled by a
remote operator on the user interface
4. The course should be laid out as demonstrated in Figure 14 where t represents
the vehicle-specific minimum turning radius
5. Markers should be emplaced 2 m on either side of the path where changes in
segments occur to help guide navigation
6. Course setup is expected to take 10 min per iteration, followed by a 20 min
evaluation period

2m

2m

2m

Turn Radius

2m

2m

Turn Radius

2m

(a) Basic course layout

2m

(b) Course layout with flags/markers

Figure 14. Behavior Test Course 4 layout with details of the flag/marker placements. The distance
values given should be taken only as examples and should be adjusted according to the requirements
and testing plan for the vehicle undergoing evaluation.

BE4 Testing Procedure
1.

Semi-autonomous/tele-operated (SA/TO):
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

SA/TO mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The operator will drive the vehicle via the SA/TO interface on the user interface.
The operator will drive the vehicle through the flag markers.
The vehicle will proceed from the location designated in Figure 14 from a stopped position
and the remote operator will accelerate to design operating speed.
Test iterations will continue from the minimum vehicle turn radius and incrementally
increase the radius until it reaches the maximum specified radius or failure occurs.
Data files will be appropriately labeled for record and analysis for each mode and iteration.
Data will be post processed based on the established measurement criteria.
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Autonomous navigation:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Autonomous mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform.
The course layout will be loaded on the vehicle computer.
The vehicle will navigate autonomously through the course.
The vehicle will proceed from the location designated in Figure 14 from a stopped position
and the autonomous navigation mode will accelerate to design operating speed.
All remaining steps are identical to those for SA/TO mode.

5.5. Behavior Evaluation 5 (BE5)
The fifth and final suggested testing course for this tutorial examines the steering behavior of
an autonomous controller using a spiral-shaped course. This course is not useful for manual and
SA/TO modes, as it focuses on the controller. The setup table is shown below (Table 13), followed by a
detailed testing procedure and an example course layout. Note that this course is not recommended
for obstacle detection.
Table 13. Behavior Evaluation 5 setup table.
Test: Behavior Evaluation 5
Purpose

The purpose of this course is to evaluate the steering controller response to varying
disturbances in the form of varying trajectory curvature. The response characteristics will be
evaluated for trajectory following error, and the required steering control effort. Trajectory drift
will be evaluated in terms of orientation, distance and course shift through multiple passes.

Requirements

1. The intelligent vehicle shall effectively traverse the course at design speed as well as at the
maximum safe speed of the vehicle available under autonomous mode. Effective traverse
implies a trajectory following error of less than a maximum distance of meters and a maximum
orientation error of degrees under all conditions with minimal high frequency oscillation.
2. The vehicle will not enter an unstable mode of operation

Variables

1. The stakeholder-determined basic performance requirements, as described in Table 4
2. GPS coordinates of path and vehicle
3. Vehicle heading
4. Reference segments for controller response
5. All planned trajectory information in GPS coordinates
6. Actuator command signal from operator or high level control
7. Actuator position/ angle feedback
8. Timing of operator control input compared to timing of actuators
9. Vehicle speed
10. Vehicle specification information
11. Turning radius

Specifications

1. Vehicle will be traveling at standard operating speed
2. Two people will be required for this evaluation
3. The vehicle will be controlled by a remote operator on the User Interface
4. The course should be laid out as demonstrated in the figure on the following page
5. Course setup time is expected to take 15 min per iteration and testing is expected to take an
additional 15–20 min

BE5 Test Procedure
1.

Autonomous navigation mode will be initiated on the evaluated platform
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The course layout will be loaded on the vehicle for autonomous navigation following a
well-defined spiral pattern (Figure 15) described by
x (θ ) = 0.5θ cos(θ ), y(θ ) = 0.5θ sin(θ )

3.
4.
5.

∀ 0 ≤ θ ≤ 8π.

The vehicle will proceed from the location designated in Figure 15 from a stopped position and
the autonomous navigation behavior will accelerate to design operating speed.
Data files will be appropriately labeled for record and analysis for each mode and iteration.
Data will be post processed based on the established measurement criteria.

Figure 15. Behavior Test Course 5 layout (assuming no obstacles are used).

6. Behavior Evaluation Courses with Obstacles
The course outlined for this behavior evaluation can be repeated using static, dynamic, and
negative obstacles once the evaluator is satisfied with the basic performance. Figures 16–19 give
example obstacle layouts for this for the first four behavior evaluations, where individual or groups
of obstacles can be used to simulate a wide variety of situations. With static and dynamic objects
and obstacles, their number, packing density, diversity, and layout can be varied, while negative
obstacles should be evaluated for different diameters and depths. Due to the complexity of negative
obstacles, it is recommended (until detection and avoidance technology is improved) that the behavior
evaluations using them should use just single obstacles.

1

2

1
2
3
4

3
5

4
3

4
(b) Example object/obstacle layout with dynamic objects/obstacles

2
1

(a) Example object/obstacle layout with static objects/obstacles

(c) Example object/obstacle layout with negative objects/obstacles

Figure 16. Behavior Test Course 1 layouts with example objects/obstacles where the objects/obstacles
are (a) static, (b) dynamic, and (c) negative. The objects/obstacles may be diverse or may be several of
the same type; one or several may be used for the tests.
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2

1

Same obstacle x8
3

(a) Example object/obstacle layout with static objects/obstacles

1
2
3
4

(b) Example object/obstacle layout
with dynamic objects/obstacles

(c) Example object/obstacle layout
with negative objects/obstacles

Figure 17. Behavior Test Course 2 layouts with example objects/obstacles where the objects/obstacles
are (a) static, (b) dynamic, and (c) negative. The objects/obstacles may be diverse or may be several of
the same type; one or several may be used for the tests.

1
2
(a) Example object/obstacle layout with
static objects/obstacles

(b) Example object/obstacle layout with
dynamic objects/obstacles

(c) Example object/obstacle layout with negative objects/obstacles
Figure 18. Behavior Test Course 3 layouts with example objects/obstacles where the objects/obstacles
are (a) static, (b) dynamic, and (c) negative. The objects/obstacles may be diverse or may be several of
the same type; one or several may be used for the tests.
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4
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Turn Radius

Turn Radius

Turn Radius

Turn Radius

(b) Basic course layout with dynamic obstacles

(a) Basic course layout with static obstacles

Turn Radius

Turn Radius

(c) Basic course layout with negative obstacle

Figure 19. Behavior Test Course 4 layouts with example objects/obstacles where the objects/obstacles
are (a) static, (b) dynamic, and (c) negative. The objects/obstacles may be diverse or may be several of
the same type; one or several may be used for the tests.

7. Terrain Complexity
Each of the test courses described in Sections 4 and 5 can be run on a wide variety of terrain
conditions. When selecting the terrain condition for testing, the worst-case scenario should be used,
with settings at the upper values of the boundary conditions. Figure 20 shows examples of each of
the major types of testing terrain previously described in this tutorial, namely (a) asphalt, (b) flat turf,
(c) dirt road, (d) sand, (e) gravel, (f) high grass, (g) forest, and (h) urban. For each of the conditions
tested, a table should be made with the major parameters for specific local conditions; Table 14 gives an
example for a gravel road. In this case, the best example of a negative obstacle would be road damage
and potholes. Ideally, these terrain condition tables should be included in the system requirements
document but certainly should be done before any testing.
Asphalt

Flat turf

(a)

(e)

(c)

(b)

Gravel road

Tall grass

(f)

Sand

Dirt road

(d)

Forest

(g)

Urban environment

(h)

Figure 20. Example terrain complexity for (a) paved asphalt, (b) flat turf, (c) dry dirt road, (d) sand [56],
(e) gravel road, (f) tall grass, (g) forest, and (h) an urban environment.
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Table 14. Example terrain parameters table for a gravel road environment.
Terrain: Gravel Road
Ground slope φ
Gravel average size x

φ ≤ 20◦
x ≤ 20 mm

Standing water depth dw

dw ≤ 45 mm

Drive-over obstacle height hd

hd ≤ 50 mm

Snow depth dsn

dsn ≤ 30 mm

Negative obstacle depth dn

dn ≤ 75 mm

Negative obstacle diameter y

y ≤ 200 mm

Temperature T
Relative humidity HR

0 ◦ C ≤ T ≤ 40 ◦ C
10% ≤ HR ≤ 100%

Mud depth dm

dm ≤ 10 mm

Sand depth dsd

dsd ≤ 8 mm

8. User Notes and Conclusions
This tutorial presented a method for realistic testing and evaluation of field robot systems,
focusing on safety, communication, and vehicle/controller behavior. Physical evaluation of platforms
is essential for robust and rigorous system design, helping to find system flaws and needed future
technology development, ensuring that all requirements for the system are satisfied by the final
design (i.e., system verification), and providing confidence that all important system characteristics are
captured in the requirements (i.e., system validation). Rigorous testing and verification/validation are
essential elements for system accreditation, a major milestone on the way to producing a marketable
product or military-ready system.
The user of this tutorial should note some limitations, advice, caveats, and assumptions contained
within it and make any necessary adjustments before implementing the suggested testing plan and
evaluation courses. These include:
•

•

•

It is assumed that the vehicle size will be that of a typical field robot, i.e., large enough to complete
a complex mission but small enough to be transported with a truck and trailer (larger than small
lawnmower up to a standard farm tractor). For larger vehicles, the course distances and the
location of the flags (for manual and tele-operated modes) may need to be appropriately modified.
All of the needed safety and communication evaluations must be done before any behavioral
ones. The reason for this is obvious, as it is vital that the system remain safe and under the control
of a human operator at all times when the system is powered on, even when it is not currently in
a test course.
The testing courses suggested include three safety courses, a communications course, and five
behavior courses. All evaluate different aspects of the system and all should be done for the
most complete testing sequence. However, completing all of them may be very expensive and
time-consuming; the design and evaluation teams (and other stakeholders, as appropriate) should
carefully evaluate the system requirements and ensure that any tests done are effective and add
value to the process. This should not be taken as license to cut corners or only test to a minimum
to save time and money. A reasonable balance should be struck to gather the most information
possible in an efficient way within the allowable testing timeframe.
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There may be cases in system development where some tests may not be needed simply because
the system utilizes controller or vehicle parts which are already proven and verified. In these
cases, testing can be skipped but an interface–effects analysis should be done to ensure that the
previously verified/validated system component does not have unknown or unpredictable effects
on the system due to interfacing with new parts and subsystems.
Care should be taken to avoid any environmental damage or waste during the testing process;
though not explicitly stated during the courses, this is an important consideration that cannot be
cut back or ignored. For these tests, relatively simple actions can accomplish most of this, such as
ensuring that any natural testing courses are cleaned up after testing and using efficient means for
charging batteries. Any crashed or disabled hardware must be recovered as quickly as possible to
avoid site contamination from the batteries, electrical elements, and plastic components.
Some of the courses require two operators (one to remotely control or monitor the vehicle and
one to escort the vehicle); however, for safety reasons, it is recommended that there be several
people present during testing and that the operators be changed out frequently to avoid fatigue
and distraction.
Vehicles customized for specific terrain (such as hillsides or near bodies of water) may require
some additional testing, but this will need to be determined by the testing team. This is an
important area of future research work related to field robot testing.
This tutorial assumes that the vehicles being tested are electric in general (i.e., battery powered)
but other power sources could be used easily (i.e., internal combustion engines or compressed
gas). In these cases, the response time of the power source and controller must be taken into
account when selecting course marker distances and navigation methods. Vibration from an
engine would also need to be considered relative to the performance of the platform, but this is
generally considered to be a basic design problem and therefore outside the scope of this tutorial.
If a vehicle or controller are showing signs of unreliable behavior or the vehicle becomes
unstable/uncontrollable during earlier tests, it is imperative that testing cease until these problems
are addressed. The sequence of test courses generally becomes more complicated, so it becomes
a great risk to continue testing after a system flaw is uncovered. This could pose a risk to the
operators, to any nearby bystanders (human or wildlife), and to the local environment.
It is assumed in these tests that the region will have reasonably good GPS coverage; if this is
not the case, then additional testing elements will need to be added to ensure safe and effective
navigation of the autonomous and some SA/TO vehicles.
The terrain complexity was discussed, but it is possible for the local terrain for the tests to be
a mixture of these or a different environment completely. The terrain evaluation is something
the evaluation team should be careful about; it is suggested that any testing area other than a
university campus or company/government testing ground should be visited by the stakeholders
and mapping using UAVs before a testing plan is established for the system.
When using the courses with obstacles, care should be taken to use realistic obstacles and
objects for the system (or operator) to detect and negotiate. These should also be collected
and safely stored or disposed of after the testing courses are completed to avoid any local
environmental damage.

This tutorial, when used under the stated assumptions, will be a useful guide for real-world
testing of field robotic systems under manual, semi-autonomous/tele-operated, and autonomous
control schemes. It will benefit both commercial (including military contractor work) and academic
researchers, giving a logical and easy-to-follow testing guide which may be used for whole field robotic
systems or only parts (vehicles, controllers, communication systems, instruments, etc.), as needed by
the user.
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